
Case Questions:    ONE NIGHT ON THE BAYOU    

 

1. What does the term “hogtied” refer to?  What does it tell investigators? 

 

2. What do we call the professional who ultimately identified the body as Lester Hansen? 

 

3. How many different types of knife wounds were found on Lester Hansen’s body?     

 

4. According to the detective in the Bayou Case, what do slashers and stabbers do when they’re slashing 

or stabbing someone? 

 

5. According to the detective in the Bayou Case, how many killers were there, given the number of stab 

wounds?        

 

6. The amount of blood can vary at a crime scene.  How would you rank the amount of blood, greatest to 

least, given a case with multiple   1)  gunshots 2)  stab wounds             3)  beatings 

 

7. All other things being equal, bodies will decay much faster in _____________ environments. 

 

8. Why do dead bodies tend to float when you put them in water? 

 

9. What drug likely had a huge impact on the men involved in the killing? 

 

10.  What was Landry’s best alibi for having minimal involvement in the killing that night? 

 

11. What might be the easiest way to tell if he is lying?  

 

12. If you had to get rid of Lester Hansen’s body, how would you have done it? 
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